
Intro – Hi, I’m Rex Macey, CEO of Red Tortoise a registered investment advisor in 
Atlanta, GA.  Today (in mid-November of 2020), we will make the case  we will make the 
case why you would have  to be extremely pessimistic to favor bonds to stocks over the 
next 10 years.    

Here’s an overview of our presentation. Over the last 50 plus years, bonds have 
usually paid more interest per invested dollar than stocks have paid in dividends.  So for 
stocks to beat bonds, dividends and/or share prices need to grow.  We are in an unusual 
environment in which stocks are paying more in dividends than bonds are paying in 
interest. Therefore, dividends and stock prices do not need to grow for stocks to be the 
better investment.  We’ll show how unusual this is and consider some of the risks. 

Throughout this presentation, we use the word bonds to mean U.S. Treasury Bonds.  
So we are only comparing stocks to the safest of bonds, not to corporate bonds.  To 
represent stocks, we’ve picked the S&P 500 index which represents the U.S. stock market.  
An exchange traded fund like IVV, the iShares Core S&P 500 ETF or SPY the SPDR S&P 500 
ETF provide returns similar to the index. 



As financial analysts we believe the value of an investment is the discounted value 
of its future cash flows.  Let’s start with the current income.   Let’s say you have $100 to 
invest. At this time (November 10th), bonds will pay [click] $0.98 interest each and every
year for the next 10 years and will return your investment all backed by the full faith and 
credit of the United States Treasury. Using the dividends over the last 12 months as a 
guide, an investor in IVV, one of those S&P 500 funds, could expect to receive about [click] 
1.94 in dividends.  

On the basis of current income alone, stocks appear more attractive. I’ll try to avoid 
industry jargon.  I do use the word “yield” which  is the amount you receive in dividends or 
interest per $100 of investment.  So earning $1.94 dividend or $0.98 cents in interest on a 
$100 investment works out to yields of 1.94%.  And point 0.98% respectively.



How will the income change over the next 10 years?  The income stream from a US 
Treasury bond is fixed. It will not grow it will not shrink.  So we can confidently predict the 
growth rate of the bond income will be zero.  Nothing with stocks is certain. Let’s take a 
look at the history of dividend payments. [click] The data in this chart comes from Nobel 
laureate Robert Shiller an economist at Yale University.  It simply shows the dividends paid 
on stocks since 1950.   Since 1950 dividends have tended to grow. [click] But there have 
been periods where dividends have fallen.  The arrows indicate examples of those periods.  

Our argument is that stocks are highly likely to be better than bonds applies to the next 
10 years, so what we care about is the growth in dividends over 10 year periods.  Let’s look 
at that.
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This chart shows the 10 year annualized growth rate of dividends since 1950.  
The smallest growth rate is over 2%, while the median is just under 6%; so, if the 
last 70 years is a guide, dividends should grow.  It’s time for another caveat.  The 
next 10 years may not be like the last 70.  It could be worse.  Also, not shown here 
is what happened in the periods like the depression when dividends fell over 10 
years.   We’ll come back and discuss the chances of something like a depression 
later.  For now, we are just making the point that while the income from a bond 
will not grow, the historical data to expect dividends to grow.  In addition to 
history, one might expect the economy to grow over 10 years allowing companies 
to increase their revenue and earnings and dividends. So not only are stocks 
providing more income currently, we expect that stream of income to grow.  This is 
our second point in favor of stocks. 
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At 98 cents per year, a bond will pay $9.80 dollars over 10 years.   If stocks start 
out paying $1.94 then the income from stocks would have to fall by 17% annually 
for it to match the $9.80 over the 10 years.   10 consecutive dividend cuts of 17% 
each means dividends would fall 80%.  That would be a very pessimistic forecast 
indeed.
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Investors putting $100 into a U.S. Treasury bond are certain to get their money 
back.  Investors in stocks receive no promise that they will get their investment back.  This 
is a point in favor of bonds.   Let’s consider a scenario in which the return on bonds and 
stocks are equal.  [click] Returning to our bonds which are paying 98 cent every year and 
promising your money back, your return is 0.98% annualized. [click] Now let’s say you put 
$100 into stocks and get $1.94 each year.    Being pessimistic, we will assume no growth in 
those dividends.  [click] The $100 in stocks would have to fall to $80.69 over 10 years for 
the return on stocks to equal that on bonds.  That translates into a cumulative loss on 
stocks of almost 20% which  about -2% annualzied.  That could happen, but we think it’s 
unlikely.  Were stocks to fall 20% and the dividend remain constant, the dividend yield 
would have risen from 1.94% to  2.4%.   We don’t find the higher ending yield to be 
unlikely, rather, we think the combination of rising yields coupled with no growth in 
dividends to be unlikely.  



Let’s look at the history of stock prices to get an idea of how often stock prices 
have fallen over 10 year periods.  This data goes back to 1927, so it includes the 
crash in 1929.   We use the S&P Index which excludes dividends to focus on price 
performance.   The index value is represented by the gray bars and the value is read 
on the right axis.  The 10 year price returns are shown in red and correspond to the 
left axis. We get our first 10 year price return at the end of 1937.  When the return 
is above zero, prices has risen over 10 years.  When it is negative, they have fallen.  

Stocks fell over 10 years, as a result of the depression, the recessions in the 
1970 and the one which began in 2007.  Stock prices can be lower over 10 years.  
It’s why we advise even long term investors to hold other assets.  However, it’s not 
often that prices are lower over 10 years and remember, stocks would need to fall 
by about 2% per year for bonds to outperform stocks prospectively.   We 
acknowledge the risk that stocks can underperform bonds, but consider that the 
likelihood is small.
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How have stocks fared relative to bonds in the past when they have offered 
more yield?  That’s a good question, and we’ll start with identifying periods that 
satisfy that condition. 

On this chart blue shows the dividend yield on stocks. The interest rate on 10 
year U.S. Treasury bonds is in red. [click] Until the Mid-1950s, stock yields exceeded 
bond yields.  [click] From then until late 2008, about 50 years, bond yields exceeded 
stock yields.  [click] Starting in late 2008 stocks yields sometimes exceed bond 
yields.  This speaks to how rare the current situation has been over the last 70 
years.  
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This green line is the red line on the previous chart minus the blue line, so it’s 
the bond yield minus the stock yield.  This line will be usied in the next chart to help 
focus on those periods when stock yields are higher.   [click] Positive values 
represent periods in which the bond yields are large and [click] negative values are 
periods when stock yield more.  We want to focus on periods when the line is 
below zero.
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Here we have the same green line showing the difference in yields.  When the 
green line is below zero, we show columns that represent how stocks did relative to 
bonds over the subsequent 10 years.  Each column represent the next 10 year
performance of stocks less the initial yield on bonds.  All of these columns are 
positive indicating investors were better off in stocks than bonds over the 10 years 
after stock yields exceeded bond yields.  We are not going so far as to say stocks 
will do this much better than bonds.  In the current environment we think stocks do 
better than bonds because our expectations for bonds are low (under 1%).   
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In an earlier chart, we pointed out that you’d have to have the pretty 
pessimistic about the next 10 years [click] for stocks to pay the same $9.80 in 
dividends that bonds will pay in interest.   We want to introduce the idea that you 
have to be pessimistic not only about the next 10 years but for a long period 
beyond that, maybe 20 years in total.  

Imagine 10 years from now.  It’s 2030.    What will future investors (including 
yourself 10 years from now) pay for stocks?  That will depend on their optimism or 
pessimism about the future beyond 10 years.  [click]

In 2030 prices for stocks will be higher or lower than today.   If conditions 
appear better,  stock prices would be higher.  If conditions appear worse, they 
would be lower. No one can know today the attitude of investors 10 years from 
now.   You need to consider a period much longer than 10 years to predict stocks 
prices 10 years from now.  To think they will be lower requiring a pessimism 
extending far beyond 10 years.  Any price level above today’s, even just a penny, 
adds to the return of stocks relative to bonds.  
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We’ve made our case that stocks should outperform bonds over the coming 10 
years.  It’s wise to consider environments in which what bonds do better.  [click] A 
deep recession or a depression would do the trick.  Companies might cut their 
dividends and stock prices could fall.  This is a risk.  In the 1930s through the early 
1970s we were on a gold standard. [click] Today we are not and the Federal 
Reserve, our central bank, shows a commitment and willingness to stimulate the 
economy when faced with contractionary pressures.  The Fed’s balance sheet has 
ballooned from under a Trillion dollars to over $7 Trillion in little more than a 
decade. In fact, quite a few folks seem inflation is a greater risk than deflation.  
What else might favor bonds.  A legislative policy change perhaps taxing corporate 
profits, dividends or capital gains might make stock investments less attractive.   
There are other events limited only by one’s imagination.  The main point is that 
stocks are not assured of beating bonds; we just think it’s more likely than usual.

In an economy expected to grow over the long-term, where dividends can be 
expected to grow as well, stock yields should be less than bond yields.  That 
happens when investors pay more for a dollar of dividends than they pay for a 
dollar of interest and makes sense because the dividends will increase but the 
interest payments will not.  That condition does not exist today.
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